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Figure 1: Thesis Structure





INTROD
UCTION

“Those who tell the stories rule society.”- Plato 

 A prac  ce as old as  me, storytelling has proven to be a 
powerful way to issue ideas into the world1. This thesis explores the 
rela  onship between the two prac  ces of storytelling and architecture, 
and the various ways they intersect. I am interested in revealing 
the intrinsic quality and inevitable connec  on exis  ng between the 
voiced and the experienced, therefore between the narra  ve and the 
architecture.

Storytelling has had many forms throughout history. My Lebanese 
background has mo  vated me into looking at a par  cular kind of a 
wandering narra  ve tradi  on called Hakawa  . Originally, this wandering 
prac  ce had a Pan-Arab presence, however this study will be focusing 
on the specifi c case of Lebanon. 

 As noted in the work of Rabih Alameddine2, a Hakawa   is a 
teller of tales, myths and fables who travels between villages and towns 
rendering such narra  ves; the term itself refers to both the prac  ce of 
narra  on as well as the person performing it. Therefore, an immediate 
link to architecture is apparent by the fact that it is a narra  ve that 
suggests specifi c types of spa  al imagina  on, but is also at once a spa  al 
prac  ce in itself, in the places, sites and routes the Hakawa   navigates. 
This spa  al imagina  on and prac  ce are what I will analyze as well as 
the facets of language and cultures embedded within it. 

My thesis will be looking at how the tradi  onal prac  ce of Hakawa   
fi nds new forms in a contemporary context.

1  Robert Mckee, Story (2010)
2  Rabih Alameddine, Th e Hakawati (New York, 2008)
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For this purpose, I will be looking at two main “categories” of such prac  ces:

1. The tradi  onal Hakawa   prac  ce, its history, story contents and spa  ality.

2. The contemporary forms of Hakawa   which I have categorized into:

 - The re-presented/re-invented forms produced by the Dar Onboz – a publishing  house aiming 
towards the revival of the Arab Language as well as its Hakawa    tradi  on.

 - The inspired/Associa  ve performa  ve prac  ces of:

 The Lebanese theater 

 The immersive performances of Walid Raad.

Tradi  onal Hakawa   Prac  ce13

3  It is important to be aware that the Hakawati tradition itself has gone through notable evolution through time. 
Primarily because of its wandering nature, the practice shift ed in setting, location and landscape. However, for the purpose 
of this study, we will be looking at it as a generic type of traditional practice

Figure 2: 

Diagram showing the evolu  on of the 
Hakawa  ’s mobility and land coverage. 
Confi ned to Rural areas at fi rst, it did not take 
long before some Hakawa  s traveled to Urban 
Areas in search of a wider array of stories. The 
tradi  on echoes to this day in the heart of 
Beirut.
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INTROD
UCTION

  The fi rst part of the thesis will discuss the tradi  onal folk 
prac  ce – the Hakawa  , in terms of its history, thema  c and 
spa  al ideas and narra  ve strategies. An understanding of its 
history will help to contextualize Hakawa   the narrator and his/
her social standing. The prac  ce was an exclusively oral tradi  on. 
Hence no actual documenta  on existed prior to Dar Onboz’s 
publica  on of “Aadiyyat”. No wri  en account of Hakawa   stories 
has been documented before that. Dar Onboz is an independent 
award winning Lebanese publishing house that creates illustrated 
stories for children and adults. Dar Onboz’s books will thus be 
used as the main source. In the year 2009, Dar Onboz published 
“Aadiyyat”, a collec  on and classifi ca  on of original Hakawa   
stories gathered from all over Lebanon through personal 
interviews and tales passed on from genera  ons. This highlights 
the folk and wandering nature of the Hakawa   and mobility. 
Loca  ons where these stories were told and the large geographies 
they cover and connect are an aspect vital to the Hakawa  ’s 
stories, audience and performance. 

Therefore three ideas will essen  ally be considered:

- The oral nature of the prac  ce, and the role of the 
imaginary.

- The wandering act of Hakawa   and the shi   in landscape.

- The morality and ethics of the themes adopted by 
Hakawa  .

 Contemporary Prac  ce:

As men  oned earlier, the kinds of contemporary storytelling types 
revealed two kinds of engagements. The fi rst is what I call “re-
presented/re-invented” prac  ces and second is the “associa  ve/
inspired”, the former being a direct deriva  on whereas the la  er 
is inferred or seems to bear indirect associa  on with it.

Through a sequen  al study unfolds presenta  on of each type of 
engagement.
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 Re-Presented/Re-Invented Forms:

As men  oned earlier, one of the Dar onboz’s interven  ons into the Hakawa   tradi  on is represented 
in “Aadiyyat”. Dar Onboz interven  ons are in the way they:

- Re-present stories such as Shafi k Abboud’s story “La souris” in a published form – one of the 
few surviving authen  c Hakawa   stories in published form4.1

- Re-invent the Hakawa   by depic  ng modern day stories accompanied by representa  ons of 
the complex contemporary world.

In fact, Dar Onboz has procured several stamps in the contemporary classifi ca  on of Hakawa   which 
can be manifested into several gestures: 

- The typological classifi ca  on of Aadiyyat.

- The transforma  on of an intangible experience – oral prac  ce - into tangible form – script and 
paper.

- The use of Arabic script, a  emp  ng to revive the Arabic language, evoking na  onalism and 
cultural awareness.

The purpose of this sec  on is to analyze the stories as part of a bigger urban landscape. To do so, 
I will be looking into the use of the language and terminology, the introduc  on of certain types 
of aids in a Hakawa   story for the fi rst  me and the importance of its spa  al se   ng in correla  on 
to the text. The architecture here unfolds in episodes, scenes and sites with which will lead to the 
discussion of “Place recogni  on”.

Associated/Inspired Prac  ce:

This sec  on will look at a diff erent category of contemporary prac  ce which does not directly use 
tradi  onal Hakawa   stories, but in their spirit and mode of performance seem to be a dis  nct 
rela  onship or affi  nity with it.

4  Aboud’s grandfather was a Hakawati. Aboud recovered his grandfather’s story and being an artist, created original 
art work depicting the story.
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INTROD
UCTION

I have come to divide this category into two case studies:

- The Beirut Theater revival, which holds yearly fes  vals in 
the Monot Theater, Beirut, encouraging “Hakawa  s” from 
the diff erent corners of the world to showcase their talents 
in the performance of narra  ve. 

Walid Raad’s Immersive Performances, which are arguably the 
closest example of what forms a modern day Halawa   prac  ce 
could take. Trained as a photographer, Walid Raad is a Lebanese 
ar  st, a Cooper Union professor, member of the Arab Image 
Founda  on and founder of Atlas Group. He has held exhibi  ons 
and “walkthroughs”, in countless ci  es. Although Raad does not 
explicitly refer to the Hakawa   prac  ce, his global reach, use of 
visual, experien  al as well as auditory aids and most importantly 
his narra  on and performance make it evident that his spoken 
word, presence and art works together create an experience very 
akin to or even an augmenta  ve form of the Hakawa   prac  ce.

 

 A key dis  nc  on diff erence between the two forms re-
presented/re-invented and the associated/inspired is the shi   
in the “rela  onal fi gure” in use: From the use of the graphic as a 
means to capture and form the audience’s imagina  on  to 
the use of a human fi gure to form an experience perhaps more 
tangible in its  architecture.

Perhaps the inspired prac  ces represent maximum shi   or 
augmenta  on of the prac  ce in its use of both experien  al 
environments as well as its target audience. In this, the Hakawa   
transforms from a vernacular art form for all, to that of a staged 
art form addressed to the elite, poin  ng to a major social shi  . 
This also corresponds with a period of intense globaliza  on of art 
as a form of consump  ons, brings into forms issues of elite v/s 
popular art.

 

 The methods employed in this research is varied as the 
subject ma  er spans diff erent disciplines and prac  ces. On the 
one hand, the tradi  onal form can be derived from contents of the 
folk tales themselves. On the other, as previously men  oned, Dar 
Onboz’s publica  ons will also play a major role in reconstruc  ng 
the spa  al imagina  ons of the original stories. Having a  ended 
one of their story telling sessions, possibly very close in experince 
to that of the original Hakawa  . I decided to study their work 
through interviews. The method of interviewing is limited to the
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 storyteller, but also to prominent senior members the society who either recall or have lived in 
Hakawa    mes.

I will also analyze the architecture behind the stories of these books, observing aspects of the world 
these stories create. These construc  on can then be related to the physical and material quali  es of 
the city, drawing parallels between the imaginary world and the spa  al experiences of the real world, 
the environment within which these stories are formed. 

 Through methods of illustra  on, documenta  on, interviewing, and spa  al immersion, the 
three scales of the Hakawa   experience: the tradi  onal that connects both the re-invented and 
the inspired are all  ed together through undeniable networks of interdependency and cross-
contamina  on. The process itself stresses the actuality of a spa  al prac  ce behind the narra  ve, 
documented verbally, through drawings and experiences, emphasizing the mul  faceted character of 
the concept of the story. 

Figure 3: An  quity drawing of Hakawa  .
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CHAPTER 1

THE TRADITIONAL

 PRACTICE OF HAKAWATI



HISTORY
 Telling stories seems to be an intrinsic part of being 
human. It is a prac  ce common to most civilisa  ons. In Arabic 
culture, and in this case Lebanon, it has always had a major 
presence in the form of the Hakawa   – a teller of tales, myths and 
fables. The Hakawa   prac  ce is an ancient ins  tu  on preda  ng 
even that of the Roman era5.1A highly regarded individual, a 
talented speaker and an ac  ve seeker of knowledge, the Hakawa   
took on diff erent roles in society. He was at once an entertainer, 
educator, historian and peacemaker – something that explains the 
vitality of his social presence. 

It was said that a  er the ruler of the country, it 
was the storyteller who occupied the second most 
important posi  on, as telling a story involved 
communica  ng with the masses. Kings, too, 
depended on storytellers to spread their message6.2

     

It is worth no  ng that the prac  ce, up un  l recent  mes, was 
vastly male dominated which could simply be explained by the 
negligible rights that women possessed back in the day7.3

It is o  en a commonplace belief that the Hakawa  ’s main role 
was to entertain. However, the usefulness of the stories as a tool 
for learning and as a way for informa  on to survive genera  ons 
is key to the Hakawa  . Thus it is vital to consider the themes of 
the stories, be it the preserva  on of important events (preceding 
news coverage), the protec  on of certain values or the s  mula  on 
of a stagnate mind through crea  ng an imagina  ve world of 
meaningful stories that always end with a kind of universal 
wisdom etc. The Hakawa   was a man of honor, respected, 
celebrated and well received in the diff erent coff ee shops, center 
of towns and homes he visited.

5  Rabih Alameddine, Th e Hakawati (New York, 2008)
6  Ahmad Yusuf, a Hakawati from the UA
7  Folk tale, Interview with Mr. Nasir Azzam

Figure 4: child drawing of Hakawa  .
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1.1 NARRATIVE

 CONTENT
a. THEMES

The several societal roles of the Hakawa   corresponded to 
specifi c themes of his narra  ves, which vary from the factual 
to the fi c  onal. However, irrespec  ve of the topic, all stories 
ended in a moral message. At  mes, the themes would also go 
beyond mere preaching. Being knowledge conveyed through 
genera  ons and as part of the moral, a hakawa  ’s stories would 
o  en suggest solu  ons social issues in the community. Through an 
interview I conducted with a well-known elder in the community, 
Mr. Nasir Azzam, I found that some mothers would even discuss 
their children’s problems - such as the choice of bad friends, or 
rejec  on of societal values - with a Hakawa  , and for which he 
would narrate stories for their resolu  on and in eff ect play the 
peacemaker. As an entertainer however, a Hakawa  ’s stories are 
o  en based on the tradi  onal tales from 1001 Nights, fables and 
chronicles of legendary Arab heroes such as Antar. The origins of 
many Hakawa   stories thus lie rooted in such varied roles. 

Since a Hakawa  ’s stories were never wri  en down, its legacy 
into the modern era has been preserved and conveyed through 
genera  ons in the form of the Aadiyyat8.1 Aadiyyat is a custom of 
told heritage, resembling the structure of a poem and o  en  mes 
recited as pieces of music. This Hakawa   heritage is predominately 
con  nued today in the rural and mountainous areas of Lebanon. 
Generally told as bed  me stories and as whimsical gaming jingles, 
the Aadiyat holds a treasured place in Lebanese childhood 
memories9. 2

In recogni  on of their moral and ethical value, there have been 
some eff orts in recent  mes from several groups throughout 
Lebanon to document these Aadiyyat., The Dar Onboz publishing 
house, in their 2009 book, has been par  cularly successful. In 
order to make it more accessible to the reader, author Najla 
Khoury divided the collected works into the types of themes 
pursued by the tradi  onal Hakawa  . Although several exist, I 
chose to focus on three main themes: Morality, Solidarity and 
Body Awareness/Image.

8  Najla Jraysati Khoury, Aadiyyat (Dar Onboz, Beirut, 2009)
9  I have personally experienced this tradition for years as part of my 
nightly bedtime ritual through my mother’s voice. 

Figure 5: Dar Onboz Logo
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1.1 NARRATIVE

CONTENT
Morality:

 

Transla  on:

Yabu Maarouf

Dear Father of Maarouf101 will you please do us the favour of

Telling Mother of Maarouf to do us the favour of

Telling Maarouf to do us the favor of

Fetching us a bar of soap

In this Aadiyye, there are two strands emerge, the fi rst being 
the Hakawa  ’s play on words112 – an idea which will be later 
highlighted under ‘Narra  ve Strategies’, and the second being the 
theme of helpfulness, where the main theme of morality lies. In 
fact, this Aadiye consists of the narrator/Hakawa   asking a certain 
Marouf/فورعم – the character around whom the plot forms - for 
the favour of lending him a bar of soap, all of which is told in a 
playful chant like manner.

Solidarity:

10  As part of the Arabic culture, parents are oft en time addressed as 
“mother/father of name of oldest child”
11  Play on words: Maarouf also means favour in Arabic
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Transla  on:

Without Fadi we won’t go

Let us go and go tag

And call Fadi at this hour

Without Fadi we won’t go

Neither play nor tag

Here comes the moon over the roo  ops

And s  ll without Fadi we won’t go

As for “Without Fadi we won’t go” the focus lies solely on the theme of solidarity through sharing a 
simple game with Fadi/ يداف. In fact, the Aadiye is uncompromising on the issue with the characters 
refusing to play unless Fadi is there and saying “we’ve been wai  ng un  l we’ve seen the moon, and 
s  ll, we wait for Fadi and won’t move”.

Body Awareness:

Transla  on:

The fi ngers

This fi nger points at my uncle bou121Hatem

This fi nger wears the ring

This fi nger shows length

This fi nger is for licking sweets

This fi nger is for squashing bugs

12  Meaning “Father of ”
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1.1 NARRATIVE

CONTENT
In The fi ngers, the Hakawa   introduces the use of hand gestures 
in this Aadiye for children by associa  ng a relatable character to 
every fi nger. In this par  cular Aadiye the Hakawa  ’s performance 
takes on a big role; not only do fi nger characters come to life, the 
poem-like piece also is accompanied by direct interac  on with the 
audience, gesturing towards their hands and invi  ng them to do 
the same.

 b.     PERFORMATIVE SITES

It is key to understand the spa  al circumstances in which the 
Hakawa   prac  ce would take place. Performance is another key 
aspect, for the main talent of a Hakawa   lies within the standard 
of his narra  on. A Hakawa   is essen  ally earns his keep by 
beguiling an audience with tales. Stories however, would generally 
be told in public spaces, such as coff ee shops, under a tree, near 
the village well etc.; and at  mes even in homes. People of all ages 
would gather to listen and even take part, as seen in the earlier 
example of The Fingers, where children would be invited to join 
the Hakawa   and act out the story through gestures – in this case 
poin  ng out their fi ngers.

The prac  ce was considered innately local and vernacular. 
Hakawa   was a rural ac  vity that promoted togetherness and 
whose sessions spontaneously erupted either by request or by 
mere disposi  on13.1 It became part of the vernacular tongue, 
not learned or imposed but organically nurtured and developed. 
Hence it was only natural that the spa  al ideas suggested by 
Hakawa  s were similar to the spa  ality of their direct immediate 
environment. Hakawa   stories spoke of both the familiar and the 
fantasized wishes. They spoke of spaces of natural environment; 
e.g. how a vine climbs up a village wall and of sunlight seeping 
through its foliage to hit the darkened interior spaces of a village 
hut. In contrast, other stories would build a world of desire. For 
instance one would talk of towers touching the clouds, of smooth 
transparent fences that do not interrupt the light and create living 
spaces that are both open and protected. Hakawa   stories vary 
is scale, from vast no  ons of landscape to the in  mate alleyway 
rou  ng the village. Such stories would cover all the senses, the 
smell of a fl ower, the feel of wall texture would form tales of 
remarkable dynamism. 

13  Based on accounts of academics in architecture schools
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remarkable dynamism. 

In the past, each village would house its own Hakawa  . But some ‘Great’ Hakawa  s however, would 
not be sa  sfi ed with the limited confi nes of the familiar locality and hence would travel around the 
country and some  mes even across borders in order to acquire more exo  c stories to bring in more 
audience[source?]. Due to its wandering trajectory, the Hakawa   is thus deeply connected to spa  al 
mobility.This will be further expanded later in the study. 

 C.     NARRATIVE STRATEGIES

When it comes to narra  ve delivery, stories would be rendered as tragedies or comedies depending 
on the plot and the inten  on of the storyteller, but always as a spontaneous narra  ve. A Hakawa   
never reads his stories, but rather shows off  his talent of narra  on through experimenta  on with 
pitch, tone and accent. The storyteller impersonates the many characters he speaks of and employs 
several lively manners such as metaphors, rhymes and substan  al exaggera  on to keep the audience 
wan  ng. On a few occasions, the stories are pre-conceived and therefore are told from memory. We 
have already established that a major theme is that of the fables, and so these stories are very much 
reminiscent of tales such as the Arabian nights and frequently begun with “once upon a  me”.
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1.2 HAKAWATI
AND LEBANON

a. Sites and Mobility

It would be interes  ng at this point to look at Lebanon in 
specifi c, and explore if any Hakawa   routes or pla  orms holds 
a signifi cance on how the country is experienced today. For this 
purpose, I will map certain known Hakawa   sites in the rural 
and urban landscape of the country to understand the spa  al 
infl uence the tradi  on off ered and s  ll holds. Since the prac  ce 
operated mainly in and from rural sites, it is only reasonable to 
deduce that the only the remarkably dynamic Great Hakawa  s 
made their way towards the city of Beirut. From folk tales it is 
known that the Hakawa  s used to travel on donkey back14.1 In 
common belief, the donkey’s intelligence would help the Hakawa   
chose the easiest routes down the mountain slopes heading 
towards the ci  es15.2 These very pedestrian routes became the 
demarca  ons of villages and towns at the  me and went on to 
become the modern roads of today. In the popular imagina  on, as 
well as perhaps in real terms, the narra  ve performers and their 
wandering spa  al trajectories thus o  en laid out the underlayer 
for forma  ons of urban and rural se  lements. Therefore 
Hakawa  ’s infl uence in this situa  on holds a diff erent dimension 
than that of mere storytelling but rather focuses on the tradi  on 
and type of spa  al prac  ce it   involved.

Furthermore, a ques  on of hierarchy comes into play - for the 
more mobile a Hakawa  , the greater his territorial remit, the 
higher his stand in society. However, the spontaneous character 
of the prac  ce as well as its humble demeanor stems from its 
vernacular nature men  oned earlier. A wise fi gure in the public, a 
Hawaka  ’s narra  ves was considered in Lebanese socie  es to be 
public knowledge dispersed within people, through inherited tales 
and word of mouth. Therefore, sites would mainly occupy spaces 
for the masses; sites would range from a shaded garden patch 
to the local coff ee shop, to events such as fes  vals and even in 
private homes at some instances. 

14  Interview with Mr. Nasir Azzam
15  Based on accounts of academics in architecture schools
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Figure 6,7: Hakawa   pictures
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1.2 HAKAWATI
AND LEBANON

b. EVOLUTION OF THE NARRATIVE PRACTICE

The original Hakawa   prac  ce has long been gone. Replaced by 
various forms of modern day entertainment, there have been 
some eff orts in recent  mes to revive the lost art. The tradi  on 
is o  en revived during Ramadan in some cafés in Sidon, South 
Lebanon and during a yearly fes  val of storytelling. 

A no  ceable feature of the fes  val is its venue: The old crypt 
of the Saint Joseph Church, home to the Monot Theater. I was 
able to experience the tradi  on of Hakawa   myself as part of 
an architectural workshop with Henning Larsen Architects; the 
session was hosted by Nadine Touma, one of the founders of Dar 
Onboz. It was also performed in this very crypt.

The crypt se   ng adds a spa  al dimension of fantasy and 
authen  city that transforms the gathering into a holis  c 
experience. The spa  al clustering of people around the Hakawa   
Nadine Touma161 is key to the immersive experience. The 
diff erences in posture between the ground-hugging squa   ng 
of the audience and the standing posture of the performer also 
impose a certain type of spa  al rela  onship. Possibly similar to 
a gathering in a village house in olden  mes, the dim ligh  ng of 
the crypt as well as its  ght space creates and re-creates a level of 
in  macy. In fact, the crypt space, although part of a church, stands 
for a generic no  on of ‘olden  mes’. Lebanon is known to hold 
an eclec  c array of religious affi  lia  ons; in this case, the church 
crypt serves as a secular space valued for its an  quity172 as a form 
of common prac  ce. This helps in transpor  ng the past into the 
present. The stone urban venue of the crypt demonstrates the 
shi   of the prac  ce from open rural spaces to seemingly invisible 
interior spaces. The well-preserved crypt along with the serving 
of tradi  onal Lebanese sweets and Turkish coff ee off ers an 
interes  ng surrounding for the tales to unravel and invites people 
to listen and engage. 

Another successful a  empt to recover and revive the feel of 
the Hakawa   Tradi  on is seen in Dar Onboz’s publishing eff orts, 
as discussed earlier in the context of their book “Aadiyyat” 
as a source of collec  ng Hakawa   Stories. Dar Onboz’s other 
interven  ons on the Hakawa   – with an ac  ve interpreta  ve 
dimension – will be discussed in the following chapter. 

16  Dar Onboz founder
17  Th e church was built in 1875 as part of the Jesuit missions to Lebanon.
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Figure 8: Nadine Touma performing in church crypt.
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Figure 9: Map of Beirut showing Loca  ons of current 
Hakawa   prac  ces.





CHAPTER 2

CONTEMPORARY PRACTICE: THE RE-PRESENTED 

AND THE RE-INVENTED



2.1. DAR 
ONBOZ

As part of the modern day Hakawa   movements, emerged the 
eff orts of Dar Onboz, briefl y men  oned earlier19.1  Dar Onboz is 
an independent award winning Lebanese publishing house that 
creates ar  s  c picture books for children and adults. One of 
Dar’s main goals is to reintroduce the now disappearing Arabic/
Lebanese language and tradi  onal prac  ces such as story-telling 
par  cularly in Lebanon and to thus nurture a more conscious and 
confi dent Lebanese cultural iden  ty. In order to do so, the Dar 
adopted Hakawa   methods as well as holding Hakawa   sessions 
to narrate their books to the public, par  cularly children.

In Dar’s own self-descrip  on: 

The mo  va  on of Dar Onboz is a passion for 
books, art, music, anima  ons, fi lms, performances, 
storytelling, and a love of the Arabic language 
[…] Dar Onboz is a pla  orm for cri  cal thinking, 
development, and dialogue around the Arabic 
language, the presence of Arabic books in all the 
stages of our lives, the rela  onship of the editor 
to the reader, the possibility of becoming a writer 
or an ar  st in our society. Dar Onboz is about 
infi ltra  ng the wri  en and the visual media with 
interes  ng and intelligent programs. – Nadine 
Touma 20.2

With dozens of books published, I will be looking at two case 
studies in order to draw out the architectural backdrop that goes 
hand in hand with the narra  ves – the architecture here becomes 
the mediator between what is told and what is experienced.

19  Onboz Magazine, http://majalletonboz.com/
20  Description given by Dar Onboz Founder, Nadine Touma.
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2.2.  CASE STUDY   1
LA SOURIS

The fi rst case study – La Souris/ The Mouse - embodies Dar 
Onboz’s ‘re-presenta  on’ of an original Hakawa   work, namely 
where they present an older Hakawa   story in a new form. The 
story depicted in the book is wri  en by a Lebanese ar  st who 
bears direct links to the narra  ve tradi  on through his grandfather 
who was a Hakawa  21.

A. Theme and Origin

 La Souris22 is a story by ar  st Chafi c Abboud. 
Born in 1926 in Bikfaya, Lebanon, Chafi c Abboud grew 
to be one of the most prominent ar  st fi gures in the 
Arab world. In 1947, the ar  st moved to Paris where he 
became appren  ce for a variety of renowned world ar  sts. 
Abboud is well known for his balanced composi  on and 
use of complementary colors as well as incorpora  ng his 
memories from childhood and the landscape of Mount 
Lebanon into his work. Furthermore, Abboud gained world 
recogni  on through his par  cipa  on in the fi rst Biennale 
in Paris in 1959, and by being awarded the Prix Victor 
Choquet in 1961. His work lives on today and can be found 
in the permanent collec  on of Centre Georges Pompidou 
in Paris, where Abboud lived and worked un  l his death in 
200423.

Abboud’s work on La Souris is infl uenced by his childhood, 
par  cularly his grandfather, a village Hakawa   himself. 
Aboud’s grandfather passed on many of his stories and 
experiences to his descendants. These memories lead to 
Aboud’s crea  on of La Souris in 1954 while a student in 
Paris. A mere twenty copies of his illustrated book were 
produced.

21  http://www.agendaculturel.com/Livre_Dar_Onboz_fait_renaitre_La_
Souris_de_Chafi k+Abboud
22  Chafi k Abboud, La Souris (Dar Onboz, Beirut, 2015)
23  Nadine Touma, La Souris (Dar Onboz, Beirut, 2015)
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Figure 10.a

Figure 10.c Figure 10.d

Figure 10.b
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Dar Onboz’s interven  on however, involved reintroducing 
La Souris sixty years later equipped with its original ar  st 
illustra  ons, through a connec  on to the ar  st’s surviving 
granddaughter. Even then, the interven  on is not limited 
to the mere materializa  on of the story; the Dar also 
introduced a second layer of linguis  c iden  ty. Unlike 
the tradi  onal Hakawa   works, La Souris was wri  en in 
French. Following Dar Onboz’s goal of reviving the Arabic 
language, pages of Arabic transla  on were added between 
the ar  st’s original works. 

It is because of the depic  on of Abboud’s original 
illustra  ons as well as the bilingual representa  on that the 
‘space’ and context surrounding the story goes beyond 
narra  on to structural design, for here an audience could 
engage with the images, sounds of Arabic, as well as the 
imagery that accompanies the ar  st’s work. 

 As for the theme of the story, it is one of fantasy 
where the paths of animal and human beings are 
intertwined. The story speaks of a husband and wife who 
have persistently tried and failed to conceive a child, 
their want of a child being so profound that the wife 
spent her nights praying to the heavens for a miracle. The 
miracle came to be, the wife conceived and gave birth to a 
hundred mice. Enraged, the husband went on a murdering 
spree and slayed all of the said mice, except for one that 
managed to get away unseen. Upon discovery, the mouse 
pleaded for its life and as the story unfolded, both husband 
and wife grew to love the mouse and treat it as their own 
child. Values of kindness, acceptance and love were thus at 
the very core of the story. 

The temporal context here is worth no  ng, expressed 
through Abboud’s illustra  ons that convey an architectural 
style of 1920s Lebanon. With its ‘fable’ form, the story 
does not relate to the real world of today but rather 
transports the reader to a fantasy past – an Arabian night 
sort of other-worldly se   ng.

La Souris is indeed a dis  nct case of a Dar Onboz 
publica  on, for it is its introduc  on to the modern world 

2.2.  CASE
STUDY   1
LA SOURIS
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Figure 10.e
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in its authen  c historic associa  ons as well as its original 
art-work that makes the work dis  nct. 

B. sPATIAL QUALITIES

In order to understand the spa  al concep  ons and 
contexts the story depicts, especially since La Souris 
is truly a ‘whole work of art’24,1 one must explore the 
story’s accompanying illustra  ons.

Throughout the story, the illustra  ons form 
composi  ons of architectural forms belonging to the 
regional architecture of Lebanon and at  mes the 
Arab world or a broader canvas of Islamic architecture. 
Interes  ngly, the architectural composi  ons 
form vigne  es or ‘fragments’ along the narra  ve, 
interspersing with it. The author/ illustrator seems to 
evoke the idea of a par  cular kind of material, spa  al 
and visual environment within which it is implied the 
narra  ve takes place. The reader is urged to imagine 
that the couple occupies one such house, or the mice 
run between the hidden dark recesses of the archways, 
so characteris  c of an Arabic city. One might iden  fy 
these composi  ons also as a vehicle for promo  ng 
Lebanese na  onal iden  ty, referring to Abboud’s 
roots and origins embedded within his Hakawa   
inheritance. On the other hand, in their representa  on, 
the buildings seem devoid of people, creatures or any 
direct traces of inhabita  on, but rather speak of an 
analy  cal apprecia  on of material-cultural and historic 
legacies of Lebanon or the Middle East. The author 
seems to make a case simultaneously for the value 
of intangible tradi  ons such as the Hakawa   and the 
tangible material historic fabric of the places; their 
interspersing in the text/ book possibly sugges  ve 
of how one – the material architectural – feeds 
or complements the other – the inhabited, lived, 
experienced world. Stories inhabit spaces just as the 
spaces fi gure in and shape the stories. 

24  An artist, Abboud both wrote the text and painted the story’s 
illustrations.

2.2.  CASE
STUDY   1
LA SOURIS
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Yet, in an ironic manner, the generic nature of the architectural rendi  on – e.g. pan-Arabic 
spaces and building types and architectural elements such as pointed arches, brackets, 
mass and void rela  onships as well as the beau  ful but somewhat ‘clinical’ black and 
white drawings of buildings – could equally suggest Abboud’s lack of in  mate familiarity 
with and distance from the place the story is rooted in, being himself actually a Parisian, 
to whom his motherland was itself an imaginary and not a fully lived, real environment. 

Throughout the book, the colour choices the author makes as well as the architectonic elements 
– such as fenced arches, large walls and ornamental pa  erns - illustrated seem to suggest a 
dominance to exterior spaces. Although the text does speak of events occurring in interior spaces, 
the use of light hues and earthly tones and elements of nature such as moons and starts, trees, 
and what seems to represent rays of sunlight and water streams, give the reader the impression 
that the story’s context is a rural environment. This could also represent a commemora  ve to 
Abboud’s grandfather and the tradi  onal spaces a Hakawa   would occupy and speak of.
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2.3.  CASE STUDY   2
AWWAL LIKAA

The next publica  on falls under Dar Onboz’s eff orts of ‘re-
Inven  ng’ the Hakawa  , forming new stories within the 
contemporary context. The main dis  nc  on between re-presented 
work such as La Souris and re-invented work such as Awaal Likaa1 
is the origins of the stories. In an a  empt to reignite a cultural 
tradi  on – Hakawa   – Dar Onboz has published a series of 
stories of this kind, where contemporary and new stories, subject 
ma  er and se   ngs are created but presented within a Hakawa   
framework. In fact, part of Dar Onboz’ mission is to also create 
Hakawa   storytelling sessions, where one is invited to experience 
the narra  ve, auditory and spa  al associa  ons of the Hakawa   in 
the present day even a  er the prac  ce has largely disappeared. 
The story depicted in this par  cular book is wri  en by Lebanese 
literary author Georgia Makhlouf and illustrated by Lebanese 
graphic designer and illustrator Hiba Farran.

A. THEME  AND ORIGIN

Unlike La Souris, Awwal Likaa25connects directly with the 
physical and real world in se   ngs, issues and themes, 
being wri  en as an original piece within contemporary 
context as opposed to a re-adapted story. Possibly the 
most considerable diff erence between the two stories 
is the direct and visceral associa  on this story holds 
with Beirut as a home to a greater society. Here, it is 
worth no  ng that since Dar Onboz’s intended audience 
encompasses both children and adults alike, the story 
holds greater value than the words it depicts, for it tackles 
social ma  ers that the Lebanese people as a community 
face daily and can directly relate to. The theme is not of 
a fantas  c nature, but rather, it forges direct contact with 
reality in excessive detail, to the extent of depic  ng real 
locales recognizable in the city. 

25  Dar Onboz, Awwal Likaa (Beirut, 2009)
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Figure 11.a

Figure 11.b
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When it comes to the theme at play, it develops two-
fold: the actual message it deploys and the scope within 
which it falls. The story tackles the diff erences between 
a girl – Dima - and a boy – Maher-‘s typical childhoods 
in Lebanon, specifi cally Beirut. The story progresses and 
ends in bringing the two together by the simple act of 
sharing a kite. On the surface, the message appears to be 
quite simple, introducing to the young minds the concept 
of gender awareness. But on deeper enquiry, it holds a 
subliminal message rooted within the urban and social 
fabric of the city – that of equality and freedom of mind 
and speech. For throughout the text, certain stereotypical 
traits are pinpointed and are used to sa  rically cri  cize 
societal construc  ons such as the ‘macho man’ who 
never cries lest he be considered feminine, a ‘damsel in 
distresses’ who is sensi  ve, in need of aff ec  on and care 
and hence is given the legi  macy to cry and so on. Such 
pre-concep  ons and situa  ons are portrayed in several 
illustra  ons in the book. By doing so, the piece invites 
the reader to re-think and make his or her own choices 
by arousing in them the desire to believe in the innate 
freedom due to them. Such works as Awwal Likka are 
perhaps in  mately linked to Lebanon’s pursuit historically 
to preserve the space for freedom and democracy o  en in 
the face of oppressive forces. 

B.   SPATIAL QUALITIES

I will now look at specifi c images in terms of how the 
architecture feeds, shapes or becomes analogous to, the 
narra  ve.  

The fi rst thing one no  ces in this story (Fig 1) is the very 
telling image of the gate or main door of a house depicted 
on the very fi rst page of the book, sugges  ng the context. 
Set within a framed lintel, the tradi  onal door is partly 
opaque with a wooden lower panel and has a more porous 
decora  ve metal grille in its upper half. It would be easy for 
a person from Lebanon to recognize this par  cular ar  fact 
and more importantly its loca  on, the Mar Mikhael and 
Gemayze area of downtown Beirut – one of the few 

2.3.  CASE
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remaining preserved areas of older architecture in the city. In fact, several movements in 
Lebanon such as ‘Save Beirut Heritage’261have been fi gh  ng for the preserva  on of such 
precincts, buildings or ar  facts. The image is one that readers can immediately relate to and 
have associa  ons with. It thus plays on ‘place recogni  on’ and human-place rela  onships 
to ac  vely present a commentary on the social, poli  cal, military, cultural challenges facing 
Lebanese society. The li  le girl, whose height is approximately that of the opaque lower 
sec  on, obviously does not usually have visual or physical access to the world outside. Here, 
she is poised at the very threshold of the interior and exterior worlds, about to step out. But 
the world outside is highly dangerous.

26  Save Beirut Heritage, http://savebeirutheritage.org/

Figure 11.c
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Figure 11.d
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remaining preserved areas of older architecture in the city. 
In fact, several movements in Lebanon such as ‘Save Beirut 
Heritage’271 have been fi gh  ng for the preserva  on of 
such precincts, buildings or ar  facts. The image is one that 
readers can immediately relate to and have associa  ons 
with. It thus plays on ‘place recogni  on’ and human-
place rela  onships to ac  vely present a commentary 
on the social, poli  cal, military, cultural challenges 
facing Lebanese society. The li  le girl, whose height is 
approximately that of the opaque lower sec  on, obviously 
does not usually have visual or physical access to the world 
outside. Here, she is poised at the very threshold of the 
interior and exterior worlds, about to step out. But the 
world outside is highly dangerous.

27  Save Beirut Heritage, http://savebeirutheritage.org/
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2.3.  CASE
STUDY   2

AWWAL LIKAA
Also, by using the actual image of the loca  on rather than 
a graphic representa  on of it, the ‘chaos’ of the city – as a 
crea  ve and organic force that characterize places – is also 
preserved. It is these traces of the city as an organic en  ty, 
humanity and  me that bring the characters to focus, 
providing a sense of belonging. Besides the use of actual 
photographs, the drawn illustra  ons such as characters 
and cityscape are juxtaposed with the real imagery in 
quite an evoca  ve manner. The drawn fi gures possibly 
represent the cri  que itself – that expose the dangers and 
destruc  ons – blurring the line between real and fi c  onal. 
It is in the use of such raw depic  ons that makes Dar 
Onboz’s eff ort comes to life and allows the reader to go 
beyond the mere words into a hidden layer of messages 
and meanings embedded in the architecture of the city.

Referring back to the example of the girl, boy and kite story 
(Fig 5), the imagery evoca  vely uses realism and minute 
detail in the depic  on of urban context. The girl stands 
on a balcony with a tradi  onal  led roof, with a trimmed 
awning edging its eaves. She holds on to the fragile metal 
balcony railing. In the background one can see the part of 
a staircase, sugges  ng possibly the tradi  onal dense urban 
narrow house typology. In contrast, the boy occupies a 
more modern house but is apparently more confi ned. 
Through this, their class diff erence is also subtly legible. 
The girl’s balcony hovers over but is somewhat free from 
the expanse and the reali  es of the city below, and seems 
to represent a space of freedom – it is she who holds 
the kite. It may also allude to the space of ‘desire’ rather 
than the real constraints (e.g. on gender equality) of the 
real city below. The story and the image foregrounds the 
role of prac  ces such as urban kite fl ying that connect 
and navigate across physical delimita  ons and barriers at 
the ground level of the city by claiming and commanding 
the ‘free’ sky-space above the city. This unending sky-
space, where the kite fi nds libera  on and freedom is 
metaphorical of the desire and pursuit of the free-space of 
gender equality and of free mind and speech as such.  
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Another idea to be considered is the reader’s percep  on of the events taking place. In one 
page in par  cular (Fig Z) right before the shared kite sequence within the story line, the 
illustra  on turns the reader into a character of the book itself, forcing him/ her to embody 
the character and therefore compelling him/her to think beyond the familiar and allow his 
mind to inhabit the represented spaces. Following the spirit of the Hakawa  , such nuance 
highlights yet another message - one of solidarity and comradery and one that directly 
uses the immersive experience of the city, its architecture and its lived life to establish such 
linkage. It is such characteris  cs that relate Dar Onboz’s re-interpreta  ons to the essence 
of the original Hakawa   prac  ces where the performance took on several dimensions of 
signifi cance rather than merely being drawn from a script.

Similar to many Hakawa   stories the lineage of which the Dar’s re-interpreta  ons preserve, 
one cannot help but no  ce the negligible existence of actual narra  ve text. The dominant 
experience for the reader is its use of photographs and images from around the city 
juxtaposed with evoca  ve hand drawings in a somewhat child-like technique, but which are in 
fact extremely complex in the processes they depict – such as the increasingly anonymous city 
of high-rises with plethora of windows that characterize the cityscape, the modern city block 
as a space of confi nement, the libera  ng poten  al of the kite and the sky, the characters who 
in the ar  st’s hand become mobile, occupy various sites and are rendered ’free’.  The images 
also give an embedded and inhabited feel of the architecture of the city. 

What is interes  ng however, is the seemingly interchangeable nature of the Hakawa  ’s 
performance with the juxtaposed use of images and drawings. Images here replace the orality 
and imagery (real and drawn) that the Hakawa   would earlier create. Both off er a spa  al 
dimension, where one is encouraged to make use of his or her imagina  on and look beyond 
the narra  ve itself. This might suggest the essence of Hakawa   forms where the existence of 
a holis  c experience is necessary, one that plays on the interplay of the heard or seen and the 
imagined. And in that sense, the Dar’s re-inven  ons are possibly a fi   ng con  nua  on of the 
Hakawa  .
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CHAPTER 3

CONTEMPORARY PRACTICE: 

THE INSPIRED PRACTICE



3.1.STORYTELING, 
THE THEATER

+ PERFORMATIVE
 PRACTICES Following the idea of the reintroduc  on of the Hakawa   in 

modern day life, I will now look at another fi eld of produc  on 
having more direct associa  ons with the built environment – 
theatre and other performa  ve prac  ces which have a  empted 
Hakawa   revival in Lebanon, specifi cally Beirut. These take 
place in various loca  ons within the city, notably in areas where 
architectural iden  ty of Lebanon has been preserved to a greater 
extent. Another performa  ve prac  ce is embodied in the work of 
Walid raad. Trained as a photographer, Raad is a Lebanese ar  st, a 
Cooper Union professor, member of the Arab Image Founda  on 28 

1and founder of Atlas Group29 – a project 15 years in the making. 
To understand the rela  onship between space and performance, 
I will be focusing on the popular event ‘The Storytelling Fes  val’ 
and performances by Walid Raad as case studies.

28  Foundation mission: “The Arab Image Founda  on is a non-profi t 
organiza  on established in Beirut in 1997. Its mission is to collect, preserve and 
study photographs from the Middle East, North Africa and the Arab diaspora.”
29  Th e Atlas Group is a project established in 1999 to research and 
document the contemporary history of Lebanon.

Figure 12.a: Fes  val Hakawa  
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3.2. CASE STUDY 
1

THE STORYTELLING 
FESTIVAL In con  nuity with the Hakawa   tradi  on, several eff orts have 

been made in Beirut to reintroduce the immersive-experien  al 
space of fables, tales and performance to present-day audiences. 
The majority of these eff orts focus, during Ramadan, on the 
Arabian Nights, but some – like the Monot Theater - have gone 
beyond.

Since 1999, organised by the Lebanese storyteller Jihad Darwish, 
the Monot Theater in Beirut holds the Interna  onal Fes  val of 
Stories and Monodrama. An interna  onal line-up of storytellers 
from all over the Arab world and countries such as France and 
Greece take turns on stage and cap  vate the audience with 
tradi  onal tales from their respec  ve countries. Although 
Hakawa   is a pan-Arabic prac  ce, globaliza  on and modern 
technology has extended its reach far beyond. As in the tradi  onal 
Hakawa  , the fes  val ends with the highly popular ‘Liars’ Contest’ 
where the storytellers would improvise stories and lies as cued 
by the public. The event’s vitality is drawn from its con  nuous 
produc  on of a journey into collec  ve spa  al imagina  on, word 
spin, and fl air.  

Such eff orts bring life once again to a tradi  on that has – for 
genera  ons - served to transport the audience from daily reality 
to a crea  ve space of possibili  es. Here, the physical materiality 
of inhabited space morphs into imagina  ve space, ques  oning 
our percep  on of such spaces and blurring the line between what 
is and what might be. Compared to Dar Onboz’s text, images and 
illustra  ons, here the Hakawa   fi nds form in a three dimensional 
architectural space, with in  mate clustering of people and the 
human fi gure/performer himself as aid, allowing the audience to 
construct their own space of imagina  on.  

It is interes  ng to refl ect upon the choice of urban loca  on, 
architectural symbolism and spa  al quali  es of the performance 
space.  The fes  val is held in the crypt of the Greek Orthodox St. 
Joseph’s church in the Achrafi eh neighbourhood, one of Beirut’s 
oldest.
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3.2. CASE STUDY
1

THE STORYTELLING
FESTIVAL  Historically owned by Orthodox Chris  an families, the Achrafi eh 

is a residen  al and commercial neighbourhood of winding 
lanes, coff ee shops, wealthy apartments, offi  ces and of global 
investment and tourism. With parts of it destroyed during the 
Lebanese Civil War 1975), and the rest con  nuously facing 
threat from new capitalist development, the neighbourhood is 
emblema  c of the crisis faced by Lebanese cultural heritage. 
Staging of the fes  val in the church crypt – which represents the 
few remaining fragments of the city’s architectural history – is a 
key asser  on of Lebanese iden  ty. It also allows direct reference 
to history, authen  city, an  quity and fantasy through its textured 
stone architecture. The fact that a pan-Arabic narra  ve prac  ce 
is held in a church crypt, is also sugges  ve of the organisers’ 
emphasis on its secular underpinnings. The crypt itself provides 
the kind of scale, in  macy and social clustering - with its rela  vely 
small gathering space, low ceilings, muted ligh  ng - that off ers a 
natural fi t with the very essence of Hakawa   prac  ce. A certain 
degree of its contemporary commodifi ca  on for the consump  on 
of global crea  ve-tourism can also not be ignored. It also reveals 
how, as the Hakawa   becomes more urban, it has also become 
increasingly interiorised.  

Figure 12.b: Fes  val Hakawa  
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3.2. CASE
 STUDY 2

 WALID RAAD
One of the most interes  ng work bearing strong associa  ons with 
the Hakawa   seems that of Walid Raad/ دعر ديلو. He has held 
exhibi  ons and what he calls Walkthroughs – a mobile immersive 
exhibi  on/ performance - in countless ci  es. Straddling tradi  onal 
and contemporary prac  ce, Raad’s installa  ons combine a 
Hakawa  ’s imagery and recital with the media, technology and 
issues of the modern world. Housed in exhibi  on spaces and 
galleries, they juxtapose the ar  st’s photographs and physical 
models with his presence, performance, guidance and narra  on. 
Raad dynamically walks through or transports the viewer from 
one end of the gallery to the other, guiding him or her in a 
designed spa  al sequence. One can thus read Raad’s work as a 
miniature representa  on or transcrip  on – within the space and 
scale of the gallery - of the Hakawa  ’s wandering narra  ve spa  al 
prac  ce spread over large swathes of city and county. Although 
Raad does not describe his work in these terms, his global 
communica  ve space, use of visual, experien  al and auditory aids, 
performance and narra  on – create in fact an intense Hakawa  -
like experience. 

Key to Raad’s work are his subject ma  er and themes, which 
deal largely with the contemporary history of Lebanon, especially 
1975-1991 civil-wars, the representa  on and cri  que of collec  ve 
trauma and violence, all concerned with the poli  cal and social 
implica  ons such happenings hold.  

“Dedicated to exploring the veracity of photographic and 
video documents in the public realm, the role of memory 
and narra  ve within discourses of confl ict, and the 
construc  on of histories of art in the Arab world, Raad’s 
work is informed by his upbringing in Lebanon during the 
civil war (1975–91), and by the socioeconomic and military 
policies that have shaped the Middle East in the past few 
decades.” - www.moma.org301

Raad’s work seems to have strong surrealist overtones, 
transforming visual art into ‘crea  ve nonfi c  on’ or the imaginal. 
He introduces his own interpreta  on of the truth and how one 
might perceive the spa  al existence of certain ideas as a “truth 
that isn’t true”31.2 

30  http://www.moma.org/calendar/exhibitions/1493?locale=en
31  http://www.nytimes.com/2016/01/08/arts/design/walid-raads-
unreality-show-spins-middle-eastern-history-as-art.html

Figure 13.a: Raad Boston exhibit
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3.2. CASE
 STUDY 2

WALID RAAD
One of Raad’s most recent Walkthroughs is  tled ‘Scratching 
on the Things I Could Disavow’ at the atrium of MoMA, Boston, 
Massachuse  s. It is the second of a two part long-term project 
begun in 200732.1 

I have been able to access par  cipant experience from a personal 
acquaintance currently residing in Boston332who has a  ended 
the walkthrough, and the Q&A session with Raad following the 
performance. The project refl ects cri  cally on the adapta  on 
of art in the Arab world to western ins  tu  ons such as art fairs, 
galleries, biennales or museums, connec  ng it to the recent waves 
of poli  cal and military violence in the Middle East. 

Raad’s performance script, ini  ally sounding like simple narra  on 
of events, quickly deviates toward the fantas  c world of intrigue 
and poli  cally charged insight. According to Smith, observing 
Raad perform and hearing the disturbed strain in his words, drives 
the viewer to the edge of confusion, where the ar  st would call 
reality,  me and space into ques  on. Another exclusive quality is 
Raad’s inten  onal use of decep  on - for example, the ar  st would 
state a fact, all while using words that would suggest the opposite. 
By doing so, Raad is able to establish an atmosphere of unreality, 
unse  ling the line between true/ untrue at specifi c points in the 
spa  al journey. Here too, Raad takes the viewer on a dynamic, 
choreographed journey of sequen  al discoveries. 

Thus such act of dynamic, mobile, spa  alised, sequen  al 
storytelling while crea  ng a state of wonder - playing on the line 
between the real and imaginal - brings Raad’s art ac  vely and 
in  mately close to the Hakawa  ’s. 

Lastly, and perhaps most importantly, it is the installa  on itself 
that drives the ar  st as well as his audience on an immersive 
experience of thought provoca  on. The space and its contents 
- photographs, models, videos and text accompanied by the 
ar  st’s direct interven  on - highlights the rela  onship between 
architecture and narra  ve. Raad’s work thus perhaps ideally 
exemplifi es the intrinsic rapport between the two prac  ces.

32  Th e walkthough has been organized by Eva Respini, chief curator at the 
Institute of Contemporary Art, Boston, and Katerina Stathopoulou, a curatorial 
assistant at MoMA.
33  John Smith, attended Raad Walkthrough.

Figure 13.b: Raad Boston exhibit

Figure 13.c: Raad Boston exhibit
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In the ar  st’s own words:

“If I’m not there you would be looking at the empty stage with props and without context […] 
there’s a semio  c rela  onship to the work where you’re presen  ng the narra  ve and there’s 
a visual that you’re not fully understanding but can, as a viewer make a connec  on. I think 
there’s always been an ongoing debate with architects on whether you have to speak to 
present the work or make the work speak for itself […] it is the implica  on of a possibility of 
the crea  on of an imaginary history.”

Figure 13.d: Raad Boston exhibit

Figure 13.e: Raad Boston exhibit Figure 13.f: Raad Boston exhibit
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CONCLUSION



Analysis of the various developments of the tradi  onal Hakawa   
in contemporary  mes - its various re-presenta  ons (e.g. Dar’s 
Aadiyyat or Hakawa   event), re-interpreta  ons (e.g. Dar’s La 
Souris), re-inven  ons (e.g. Dar’s Awwal Likka) and crea  ve 
experimental prac  ces that seem to have strong associa  ons or 
con  nui  es with it (e.g. Monot’s Storytelling Fes  val or Walid 
Raad’s installa  on-performances) – gives us vital insight into its 
key transforma  ons in terms of context, social-poli  cal-spa  al 
content, forms, medium, audience, agency, rela  onal fi gure or 
sites. Crucially, the various forms tell us about the shared aspects 
of narra  ve-performa  ve prac  ce and architectural-spa  al 
prac  ce in the way the narra  ves themselves trigger off  dis  nct 
spa  al imagery, as well as in terms of their larger geographies or 
the routes and sites they connect. The developments in Hakawa   
prac  ce also raise signifi cant ques  ons around na  onal-regional 
vs. global art, or folk-vernacular vs. elite art, or informal/ popular 
vs. ins  tuionalised art prac  ces.

Fig. 12 maps out the transforma  ons of the key dimensions of 
Hakawa   related prac  ces over  me and within diff erent forms of 
contemporary prac  ce. 

The study commences by looking the tradi  onal Hakawa   – 
essen  ally an oral wandering narra  ve prac  ce - which were 
intrinsic to the Lebanese and Arab folk-vernacular culture, 
primarily connec  ng rural villages and then the Great Hakawa  s 
expanding their territories to further connect rural areas 
with towns and ci  es, crea  ng a ‘narra  ve landscape’. In the 
published work of Dar Onboz in recent  mes, the intangible oral 
prac  ce fi rst found a printed material form – the book. Instead 
of the Hakawa  ’s orality, this uses crea  ve juxtaposi  on of 
real and drawn images, and the content seems to shi   to key 
contemporary socio-poli  cal issues such as gender equality, 
revival of ethnic cultural iden  ty (e.g. folk prac  ces and Arabic 
language) and the (historic) urban landscape in the face of poli  cal 
and military violence. The ‘book’ is not bound to specifi c sites or 
territories and in fact circulates in a more amorphous na  onal 
space and possibly even the larger Arab world. 
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Traditional Practice Contemporary Practice

Hakawati The Re-Presented/The Re-Invented The Inspired and The Associated
CONCEPTS

SITE

FORM

AUDIENCE

MESSAGE

AGENCY

RELATIONAL FIGURE

PERFORMANCE SPACE

Mainly Rural, later Urban 

Oral/Performace

Villagers

Moral/Ethical

Folk/Vernacular

The Performer (Hakawati)

The village tree/
Urban Coffee houses

No specific Site/National Reach

Print/Material/Images

National and Pan Arabic

Critical/Political

Urban Intellectuals

The Book

No Specific Site

Urban Spaces

Image/Text/Performace/Architecture

Global Urban

Critical Political/Social + Experiential

Urban Creative Elite

Artist Performer

Urban Gallery/Art exhibitions

It also marks a clear shi   from folk-vernacular storytellers to urban intellectuals as agents or 
mediators and a shi   of the rela  onal human fi gure from the performer to the ‘book’ as an ar  fact. 
The Hakawa   inspired prac  ces of Monot’s Storytelling theatre make a poli  cal case for con  nua  on 
of regional/ Lebanese cultural iden  ty encompassing prac  ces such as storytelling as well as historic 
architecture. Walid Raad’s installa  on-performances bring back the rela  onal human fi gure of the 
narrator and the performer’s orality and bodily presence, the sequen  al unfolding of narra  ve, 
the no  on of journeys over space connec  ng sites/ points. It also combines with this, images, 
photographs, texts that were the Dar Onboz’s main medium of narra  ve explora  on. Using today’s 
technology, Raad also makes ac  ve global connec  ons between Boston and Lebanon – crea  ng a 
global narra  ve narra  ve space, in a sense expanding the tradi  onal Hakawa  ’s territorial remit. 

Interes  ngly, while cri  cal of western forms of commodifi ca  on and ins  tu  onaliza  on of Arabic art, 
Raad himself is arguably cap  ve to the same structures of domina  on and consump  on, exhibi  ng 
in enclosed,  cketed galleries to an elite audience in today’s world-metropolises, a far cry from the 
Hakawa  ’s performances under the village tree, in the open air town square or in  mate scaled rooms 
in people’s houses. This also brings to the fore ques  ons around the invariable gradients between 
folk-vernacular cultural forms and elite-intellectual high art that Theodore Adorno and Walter 
Benjamin’s famous debate in the early twen  eth century highlighted34.1 Thus, while new crea  ve 
and socially engaged groups have made huge contribu  ons in the revival of the Hakawa   especially 
in crea  vely expanding its messages from moral-ethical to increasingly social and poli  cal ones and 
its medium from pure orality and performance to texts, images, sounds and material of varied kinds, 
there is equally no denying that the narra  ve-performa  ve space and audience have moved from 
the village tree, open urban square or people’s houses to the more interiorised, commodifi ed and 
exclusive world of elite urban galleries. 

34  http://www.eng.fj u.edu.tw/Literary_Criticism/marxism/Adorno-benjamin.html

Figure 12
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